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Separated from the western heavily-forested portion of Oregon by
nearly two hundred miles of relatively treeless terrain lies the sportsman's
oasis known as Northeastern Oregon which is comprised of the area in and
around the counties of Baker, Union, and Wallowa. The heart of the region
is Wallowa county with a wealth of trout streams in its parklike forests,
high mountains, and deep canyons. The setting is perfect and in many places
there are not enough fishermen to harvest properly the trout crop.

This may sound like the beginning of a
fairy tale to a visitor from some of our
flat and troutless middle-western states
but to an Oregonian there is no doubt of
the reputation for good fishing enjoyed
by the Wallowa region.

But all is not chicken and gravy in
this Eden (part of it is actually called
the "Eden country" with such names as
Paradise and Promise.) An enormous
question mark could be used to portray
graphically the present status of our
knowledge of the fishes of this North-
eastern corner and for that reason the
area must be considered as a big unsolved
problem.

Planned for the whole region is a pro-
gram of stream and lake sur-
veys which is to be carried on
by crews of fishery biologists.
These men will evaluate the
waters in terms of present and
potential fish production. In
most instances the fish al-
ready present in the streams
and lakes will provide the
clues needed for any fish res-
toration program arising out
of the investigation. The in-
formation gathered will be of
great aid to the Game Com-
mission for it will provide a
large amount of readily avail-
able reference data.

The Game Commission is
particularly interested in find-
ing a good fish hatchery site
in the area. All potential
hatchery sites are to be care-
fully investigated and when
one is found it must stand the
test of successfully maintain-
ing fish on an experimental
basis before it is used on a
larger scale.

There are many relatively inaccessible
lakes in the Wallowa mountains which
contain large numbers of small trout,
often an indication of excessive natural
reproduction which may result in over-
crowding. The fishermen are too few to
keep ahead of the natural increase of fish
because the casual Sunday afternoon
angler finds the high lakes inaccessible.
Meanwhile it is probable that the small
overcrowded fish in some of these lakes
are not getting any larger. Aneroid, the
largest of the sixty or more lakes, the
most heavily fished, and the most acces-
sible, produces big fish and plenty of them.
The possible solution to the overpopulated
lakes lies in encouraging fishing. The re-

(Continued on Page 3)

Tillamook Game Losses
Although losses have ceased among the

deer and elk herds of the recent Tillamook
Burn, considerable time still is being de-
voted to this problem. Throughout the
past winter a total confirmed loss of 81
deer and 16 elk has been experienced in
this county. Many of the carcasses found
were quite old so that the actual time of
loss was uncertain. Likewise, the condi-
tion of the older carcasses made it diffi-
cult to achieve results from post mortem
examinations.

Realizing that frequent and, at times,
heavy losses of livestock occur in our
coastal counties during the winter
months, the Game Commission deemed it
advisable to enlist the aid of individuals
who have had wide experience with com-
parable livestock problems in addition to

(Continued on Page 5)

* * *
May Meeting of the
Game Commission

At the regular monthly meeting on May
11 in Portland, the main action taken by
the Game Commission was the formula-
tion of the policy to be pursued with ref-

erence to the problem of game
damage. The policy is ex-
plained in the following state-
ment issued by the Commis-
sion:

Upstream view of weir on inlet of Wallowa lake to be used for counting
fish population going up and downstream and for trapping predator fish.

"The Oregon State Game
Commission recognizes that
the matter of game damage to
forage and agricultural lands
and crops is a major problem
in any game management
program, and in recognition
of this problem, the Oregon
State Game Commission
adopts the following policy:

1. Continued study in the
field by trained biologists of
the habitat, food preferences,
and trends in population of
game birds and animals to the
end that the majority of game
damage problems can be an-
ticipated and corrective meas-
ures taken before they reach
the problem stage. It is recog-
nized, however, that from

(Continued on Page 6)
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The Supervisor's Column

HUNTING DOGS

In a clipping coming to our attention
from Pierre, South Dakota, it is stated
that the outside hunters brought into the
state 4,209 dogs during the last pheasant
season. Even this number furnished a very
small proportion of dogs to hunters as
there were approximately 100,000 non-
residents who were attracted by the large
pheasant population and liberal limit.
Birds are so plentiful that an ordinary
pointing dog is confused and cannot work
properly but the retriever is in his ele-
ment and saves many a bird for his owner.

The opinion has often been expressed
by some that in order to conserve our bird
population in Oregon, no dogs should be
allowed in hunting. We cannot agree with
such a premise. None of us is such a good
wing shot that our birds are always killed
outright, and a crippled pheasant cock
can outrun a man so that only a good dog
can save it for the hunter. We believe the
crippled birds saved far outnumber the
additional birds killed, especially if the
hunter sticks to his limit, which the good
dog owner is more apt to do than the ordi-
nary sportsman for two reasons. The first
is that he has trained his dog and is proud
of its working ability, and as much of his
pleasure is derived from seeing the dog
work as in the actual killing of birds.
Then, too, in case of law violations, dogs
are subject to confiscation the same as
guns and other equipment, and no hunter
wants to take the chance of losing his
prized dog.

Migratory waterfowl hunters also find
that a good dog is almost a necessity in
many of the marshes and lakes. Without
a dog, numerous ducks and geese are lost
and cannot be recovered.

We are all for a good, well-trained dog
and feel he is an asset to the owner and
a conserver of game.

* * *

SPORTSMEN

Letters to a Portland newspaper claim-
ing there are no sportsmen in Oregon
have aroused resentment on the part of
old time residents who emphatically feel
the statement is not grounded on facts.

During many years of hunting and fish-
ing in all parts of the state, I have con-
tacted lots of hunters and fishermen. Most
of them in my estimation were good
sportsmen although others I am sorry to
say could not be so classified. But human
nature is pretty much the same the world
over and I venture to say that we have as

large a percentage of good sportsmen as
other sections of the country.

Our statements, however, should not be
misconstrued. There is a lot of room for
improvement, which in many cases can be
obtained only through education. The
schools are doing a good job in teaching
conservation and the coming generation
undoubtedly will show the effect.

Also, those individuals who like to hunt
and fish are becoming more conservation
minded and realize that the wildlife be-
longs to all the people, and that those who
chisel and take more than they should
are ruining their own and their neighbor's
sport. After all, the game and fish are
not owned by the game departmentit is
only managing the resource for the people
and administering it according to the au-
thority and direction of the legislature.

* * *
1945 BIG GAME KILL

SPECIAL SEASONS

Seasons

Hunter Re-
Re- ported Success
Ports Kill Ratio

Buck Antelope
September 22 -30. 646 328 50%

Doe Deer
December 1-5 597 584 98%

Elk: Either Sex Area
November 3-25 . . . .1349 487 36%

Eastern Oregon Bulls
November 3-25... 4594 1756 38%

Coastal Bulls 1327 222 16%
Elk Totals 7270 2465 34%

GRAND TOTAL. .8443 3356 40%

NOTE: These figures do not include the buck
deer kill. which is estimated to be approxi-
mately 27,000. * * *
Eel Lake Fishing

A census of anglers' catches the first
two days of the fishing season at Eel lake,
open after a closure of several years, re-
vealed a total take of 522 fish, including
many limits of 5 trout. Game Commission
biologists R. C. Holloway and Frank Sum-
ner weighed and measured 500 fish and
removed scales from 100 for study of
growth and age.

All fish examined were cutthroat trout
with the exception of 17 young silver sal-
mon. The maximum recorded total length
was 134" and the maximum weight was 1
pound. The percentages of cutthroat in
each size class were as follows:

6" - 8" 3.3%
8" - 10" 32.1%

10" - 12" 52.8%
12" - 14" 11.8%

Fishermen reported returning approxi-
mately 300 undersized fish to the water,
most of which were young silver salmon.
The cutthroat examined, although rang-
ing considerably in length-weight ratio,
were in good condition and did not appear
to be recent spawn-outs. Most of the fish
were taken on troll or still fishing.

East-Paulina Lake Study
Two of the most heavily fished lakes of

the Cascade area, East and Paulina lakes
in Newberry crater, will be the subject
of a biological study this season by the
Game Commission to determine the man-
agement policy required to keep up with
the expected increase in fishing stress.
Fishery biologist Joe Pillow will be in
charge, assisted by Frank Samuelson.

The main objective is to find out the
story of all plantings. Several series of
marked fish will be released to learn
which species and size are best adapted
and to ascertain the most favorable time
of year for planting. Most of this will be
accomplished by checking anglers' creels
and identifying the marked fish. Other
work will be done on the chemical and
physical properties of the water, amount
of food available and growth rate of fish.

Paulina and East lakes are open to
angling from May 11 to September 20, in-
clusive, and anglers are allowed a bag
limit of 10 fish but not to exceed 15 pounds
and 1 fish in 1 day, or 20 fish but not to
exceed 30 pounds and 2 fish in any 7 con-
secutive days. During the opening week
anglers had fair success and fish were
checked. * * *
Game Hearing in July

Pursuant to the provisions of Section 4,
Chapter 165, Oregon Laws 1945, the Game
Commission will hold its annual hearing
at 10 o'clock, Saturday morning, July 13,
1946, in its office at 1634 S. W. Alder
Street, Portland, to determine the seasons,
bag limits and methods for taking game
birds, game animals and fur-bearing ani-
mals.

Upon final adjournment of this hearing
sometime during the month of July and
the filing of the written findings with the
Secretary of State, the regulations
adopted by the Commission become ef-
fective as law and may not be changed
until the following year except in the case
of an extreme emergency.
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Fish Screen Program
One of the big headaches for the game

departments of the eleven western states
in particular is the problem of keeping
game fish from entering irrigation ditches
and going out into the fields to become
fertilizer. Many years ago the Oregon
State Game Commission bought the pat-
ent on a revolving screen that appeared to
have good possibilities. After considerable
work and experimentation, an improved
model has been developed which the de-
partment considers to be as efficient and
economical as any other known screen of
this type. Many of these screens are being
used also by the federal government and
neighboring western states,

Under the direction of C. A. Lockwood,
assistant game supervisor, a statewide
screening program has been mapped out
which will take several years to complete.
When the 1945 legislature granted the
Game Commission the authority to estab-
lish and maintain fish screens in ditches
requiring screens under eight feet in width
(larger ditches have to be screened at the
owner's expense), the Commission pro-
ceeded to set up a screen manufacturing
plant at Central Point in Jackson county,
employing a sufficient force of men to
manufacture and install fish screens on a
large tale.

During the past year the screen crews
have been bringing up to date former in-
stallations, which involved relocation of
old screens and placing them in concrete
boxes at sites where fish could be by-
passed back to the river. This in itself was
a major task but practically all of the old
screens in Jackson and Josephine counties
have been built over and relocated; and
in addition, several hundred new ones
have been installed.

Two crews will be working in eastern
Oregon this year putting in approximately
100 screens already manufactured. Instal-
lations will start as soon as weather con-
ditions make it possible for the men to
work in the ditches. Most of these screens
will be used in Wallowa, Baker and Uma-
tilla counties but other sections will re-
ceive attention as soon as possible.

Fishery Problems of
Northeastern Oregon

(Continued from Page 1)
gion of the high lakes of the Wallowa
Mountains, then, is possibly one of the few
places in this world where fishermen are
needed!

The largest and one of the most acces-
sible lakes of Northeastern Oregon is
Wallowa. Here the problem of fish pro-
duction is difficult because of the fluctu-
ating water level and the poor food sup-
ply. The answer to the question of its
proper utilization for the production of
fish is to be found possibly in the present
program of rehabilitation under way there
which consists of stocking a definite num-
ber of large rainbow trout each year;
measuring the effects of such stockings;
trapping the Dolly Varden trout; and
controlling natural propagation of rain-
bows. Because the lake is the center of
much recreation a special effort to im-
prove its fishing is felt to be justified.

The stocking of a definite number of
one species of trout of a given age into
the lake each year is necessary in order
to determine the proper number of fish
to be planted as a policy. Once this has
been determined it may become the future
criterion. In order to test any stocking,
however, it is necessary to maintain a
closely regimented hold on the numbers
of the fish population in question. Their
growth and their presence in the angler's
catch are reflections of the efficiency of
the stocking policy. At Wallowa lake the
fish are to be allowed no freedom of re-
production because their efforts are too
sporadic to produce uniform numbers of
young fish each year. Rather the adult
fish are to be trapped, spawned, and a
definite number of young reared at the
Wallowa hatchery to a size best suited for
stocking. The need for such a program
becomes apparentwhen the lack of nat-
ural spawning area is realized.

Recently completed is a rack for the
trapping of rainbows as they come up the
stream to spawn. The deciding factor in
the rehabilitation program for the lake is

Fish screen in irrigation ditch near Little Butte creek, Jackson county.

the ability of the rack to withstand peri-
odic high water in the inlet stream. It is
constructed to withstand approximately
four thousand cubic feet of water per
second. Complicating the project is the
threat of floating logs. It is hoped that a
newly installed log sheerboom will per-
form satisfactorily in preventing logs
from damaging the rack.

Associated with the rainbow and Dolly
Varden trout in the lake are populations
of whitefish, suckers, and landlocked
sockeye salmon sometimes called the blue-
back, yank, kokanee, or little redfish. On
rare occasions an eastern brook trout is
caught. The salmon and whitefish rarely
exceed eight inches in length and the
average length of the salmon when they
reach maturity and spawn is 714 inches.
A parasitic lake lamphrey occurs in the
lake but the extent of the damage it
causes is not known.

The rainbows should find ample pastur-
age in the populations of salmon and
whitefish.

Irrigation ditches have taken a heavy
toll of fish life throughout the Wallowa
region in the past. Screens for many of
the ditches have been planned and when
they are installed the results should be
apparent in increases in trout. The largest
and most important screen is located at
the outlet of Wallowa lake. Breaks have
occurred in it and many fish have been
lost to the irrigation ditch openings which
are located just below the lake's outlet.
The answer is a new and more efficient
screen but the type which should be in-
stalled has not yet been determined. A
seasonal fluctuation of water level
amounting to twenty-four to twenty-eight
feet has occurred in the lake thus com-
plicating the design of the outlet screen.
The screen is essential to the success of
the development of the lake for fishing
and its installation will be an extremely
important event.

The streams of the area are excellent
producers of fish because of the nature
of the land through which they flow as
reflected in the great amounts of avail-
able natural fish food. Winter conditions
are not adverse owing to the spring-fed
nature of most of the streams whose mid-
winter temperatures rarely fall below 40°
F. Because the running waters are such
good fish producers they are heavily
fished by anglers from many parts of
Oregon and from other states. The prob-
lem which has most to do with the streams
is one of proper allocation of the hatchery
product so that the streams which are rich
in food will be supporting larger numbers
of trout than the less-productive waters.
The measurements of the productive ca-
pacity of the streams is one which will use
the relative plumpness of the trout as its
criterion of quality.

The end result which is striven for con-
stantly is the happy angler with fish in
his creel.

* * *
The first hunting license law was

passed in 1901, when a license fee of $10
was established for nonresidents. Resi-
dents were first required to have a hunt-
ing license in 1905 and the fee was $1.

Hunting bag limits in 1901 were as fol-
lows: 5 deer, 50 ducks a day or 100 a
week; 10 grouse; 10 pheasants; 10 quail.
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Summer Lake Hunting Report
1945 Waterfowl Season
Season: October 13, 1945 to December 31,

1945, inclusive.
Area: This public shooting ground is com-

posed of 13,265 acres. Of this, 7,607
acres were closed as a refuge and 5,658
acres were left open to public shooting.

Hunting Permits Sold: 4,102 (Permit good
for one day only).

Number of Hunters Using Area: 2,309.
Resident Hunters, 2,195.
Non-resident hunters, 114.

Washington, 93.
California, 21.

Days Hunted: 4,102.
Many hunters were on the area two or
more days. One man hunted during thir-
teen separate days.

Number of Waterfowl checked out:
Number Checked Out

1945 1944
Ducks
Mallard 2179 1875
Pintail 1339 849
Baldpate 999 899
Green-wing Teal . . 921 (Teal) 1025
Shoveller 467 242
Gadwall 71 0
Scaup 33 75
Cinnamon Teal 31 0
Buffle Head
Ruddy Duck 18 0
Canvas Back 10 34
Golden Eye 5 0
Red Head 5 0
Wood Duck 3 0
Unclassified 119 20
Coot 67 0

6296 5041
Geese
Snow Goose 2493 1875
Canada Goose 144 119
White-fronted Goose 139 170
Cackling Goose . 88 135
Lesser Canada

Goose 0 18

2864 2317
Total Waterfowl

Kill 9160 7358

This kill is based on a 92 per cent check-
out of all hunters. Many hunters were
checked in fora two day hunting period.
They spent the night at some neighboring
ranch house, hunted more isolated areas
of the area the second day, then checked
out once for the two day period. It is esti-
mated that only 2 per cent of the hunters
intentionally refrained from checking out.

Many hunters camped on the area. Nu-
merous birds were eaten in camp, or
cleaned and picked prior to checking out.
This accounts for the relatively large
number of birds listed as unidentified.

A fact of general interest is that not a
single banded bird was reported in the
kill. This figure must be taken as accurate
because sportsmen nearly always take an
interest in bands and report all they find.
Waterfowl Success Ratio:

1945 1944
Birds per Birds per
man day man day

Ducks 1.53 2.29
Geese 0.69 1.05

TOTAL 2.22 3.34

It is generally known that the 1945
waterfowl season in Oregon was the poor-
est in many years. The above table of suc-
cess ratios demonstrates this fact.
Slightly more than half as many birds
were killed in 1945 as were killed by the
same effort in 1944. The Summer Lake
type of shooting is one of the most diffi-
cult of all types from the hunter's stand-
point. It is entirely flight shooting, often
at maximum ranges. Decoys are seldom
used; only occasionally are they success-
ful.
Upland Game:

The following pheasants were taken
from the area during the open season.

Artificially reared birds 35
Wild birds 34
Unchecked for hands 30

TOTAL 99

This kill is only the kill on the game
management area. The better pheasant
habitat and heavier populations of pheas-
ants are located on private lands. Most
pheasant hunting is done on these private

Bounties Collected for Predators
Predatory animal hunters have col-

lected from the game fund so far this year
bounties on 113 cougar and 1,031 bobcats.
At the rate of $50 each the cougar boun-
ties amount to $5,650, while the total paid
for bobcat bounties is $2,577.50. The Com-
mission pays a bounty of $2.50 on bob-
cats when a like amount is paid by the
county in which the animal is killed.* * *

Game Commission biologists, while con-
ducting spring inventories of elk in the
logged-off area north of the Lewis and
Clark river in Clatsop county have ob-
served an unusual light color phase in one
cow elk. The entire body coloring from
nose to tip of tail is a solid yellowish-
white shade. The usual darker color of the
shoulders is absent and the mane of this
animal likewise is blonde.* * *

The first calf elk reported this spring
was observed on Meacham creek in Uma-
tilla county on April 7.

A blacktail fawn was reported from the
Silverton district about April 15.

lands rather than on the Summer Lake
Game Management Area.

Distribution of Hunters by County:
County Hunters

Multnomah 442
Deschutes 419
Lane 394
Linn 280
Marion 114
Clackamas 104
Yamhill 67
Benton 49
Crook 47
Clatsop 39
Lake 28
Polk 27
Columbia 27
Coos 27
Klamath 25
Douglas 19
Washington 18
Jackson 13
Tillamook 12
Lincoln 12
Jefferson 11
Hood River 8
Josephine 4
Wasco 4
Curry 2
Wheeler 1
Sherman
U. S. Navy 1

2195

These figures are self-explanatory with
one exception. For a shooting grounds lo-
cated in Lake county, a check in of only 28
hunters from that county seems very low.
Lake county is a very large county and
has many waterfowl hunting areas. Many
are inaccessible, but, are closer to the
county seat than is Summer Lake. Local
residents do most of their hunting on
these other areas.

Twenty-seven of the thirty-six counties
of Oregon were represented by hunters.
The nine counties not represented were
Gilliam, Morrow, Umatilla, Wallowa,
Union, Grant, Baker, Harney and Mal-
heur. These represent the eastern belt of
counties in Oregon. Owing to availabiity
of local hunting in these counties, resi-
dents had less need to use Summer Lake
and thus did not hunt there.
Management-Sportsman Relations:

Relations between the shooting ground
management and hunters utilizing the
area were very harmonious.

Compliments were received from ap-
proximately 75 per cent of the hunters.
They seemed to feel that the whole idea
and theory of public shooting grounds was
excellent. Numerous hunters wanted more
public shooting areas established. Non-
resident hunters were particularly com-
plimentary.
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Tillamook Game Losses
(Continued From Page 1)

specific training for this specialized type
of investigation. Dr. J. N. Shaw, head of
the Department of Veterinary Medicine
at Oregon State College and Dr. M. P.
Chapman, specialist in wildlife and fur-
bearer diseases, were asked to assist in
determining the cause of these losses. In-
vestigations, involving numerous post
mortem examinations, feeding tests, bac-
teriological and other clinical work, have
been conducted and are being continued.
It is planned also to carry on field experi-
ments to determine relative conditions
from county to county since these peri-
odic losses are known to have occurred
intermittently in past years.

Mr. A. S. Einarsen, Leader, Oregon Co-
operative Wildlife Research Unit, has
likewise devoted considerable time to this
problem, both this year and in past years.
He is conducting intensive studies of the
nutrient value of available forage in this
area. Of particular interest when con-
sidering the effects of fire on natural
forage nutrients are the following com-
parative protein values of deer foods as
determined by Mr. Einarsen the past
winter:

PROTEIN VALUES OF DEER FOOD
TILLAMOOK COUNTY

Lee's Camp
(6 year Area (6 months

Species old burn) old burn)
Vine Maple 4.77 8.68
Salmonberry 6.49 13.72
Thimbleberry 6.17 15.63
Blackberry 10.97 21.07
Red Alder 12.69 Not available
Red Elder 7.60 Not available

The Veterinary Department's findings
indicate that the animals examined did
not die from starvation or infectious dis-
ease. Examinations thus far reveal con-
sistent lesions, particularly in the abo-

masum or fourth stomach and intestinal
wall. These lesions are characteristic of
the results of consuming poisonous sub-
stances or of bacterial toxins.

At the present time certain assump-
tions can be made as to the cause of this
loss although not supported by experi-
mental evidence. Attempted artificial
feedings, although unsuccessfully at-
tempted previously, both in this state and
others, were in this instance negative.
With few exceptions the deer and elk re-
fused to utilize hay made available. Exam-
inations of stomach contents revealed nor-
mal amounts of food. Of particular inter-
est was the presence of a proportionately
large amount of sword fern. In a normal
habitat of the Oregon Coast range both
deer and elk utilize a great variety of for-
age species. The current Tillamook fire
destroyed many of the more palatable for-
age species and although annual weeds
and grasses came back during the fall,
there was an obvious lack of perennial
browse plants. Salmonberry, blackberry,
thimbleberry, sword fern, weeds and
grasses were in normal abundance along
the creek bottoms and on unburned slopes.
A large number of plants are listed in the
literature which at one time or another
have proven fatal to livestock when utili-
ized as food. Among these plants are
listed bracken fern and wild parsnip, both
of which were common on the burned
area, although bracken fern is not avail-
able during winter months. Another fac-
tor which should be considered with this
problem is the fact that losses occurred
among all age classes, instead of being
selective by occuring among the fawns,
calves and yearlings as has so often been
the case in losses caused by starvation,
and the condition of the animals found
varied from poor to normal.

At the present time the problem is not
answered. There are manifold aspects to
consider. Game Commission biologists

have worked continuously on the prob-
lem and are continuing to do so. The
current recovery of vegetation on the
burned over areas is being studied along
with this year's fawn and calf crop and
conditions of the mature animals. As with
many livestock problems, which permit
much more intensive work than with
game species, it may be a number of years
before the answer is completely known.
Considerable field experimentation is
needed. Our breeding stock of deer and
elk in this area is intact and ideal habitat
will soon be available as the vegetative
recovery takes place to build back this
population to shootable numbers.* * *
New Federal Aid Inspector

Announcement is made by the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service of the transfer
to this region of Robert P. Boone to act
as Regional Inspector of Federal Aid in
Wildlife Restoration. Mr. Boone has been
serving in a similar capacity in Region 2
with headquarters at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, and his experience will be of con-
siderable assistance in carrying out the
Pittman-Robertson program for this dis-
trict. * * *
Range Set Aside for Game

Recent adjustment of livestock allot-
ments on the Umatilla Forest have made
it possible for forest officials to set aside
approximately six sections of important
elk and deer winter range along Meacham
creek.

Similar adjustments have been made
on other forests and it is hoped that for-
age on other public lands which are crit-
ical game food problem areas can be set
aside for game use.

* * *
Wyoming's 1945 big game kill of 31,297

included 17,143 antelope, 4,987 elk, 9,028
deer, 130 moose and 9 mountain sheep.

(Left) Sno-cats used to take egg-faking crew into Diamond Lake this spring. (Right) After arrival at Diamond Lake, crew had to dig out snow-
buried hatchery building. Here peak of the second story has been uncovered.
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Keeping Oregon Green
As the summer season advances the op-

portunities for sport and recreation in-
crease by the day. The fishing becomes
better; we can go further afield in search
of new and more interesting picnic and
hiking trips; and we begin thinking of the
day soon to come when we can line up our
sights on wild fowl and larger game ani-
mals.

It would be well for us to remember
that we are privileged to enjoy our out-
doors for sport and recreation, only to the
extent that we appreciate this privilege.
Strict observance of our game laws lim-
iting our takes to the amounts set up in
the rules which are designed for the con-
tinuation of the species, proper regard for
the rights of our fellow man, a sports-
man's appreciation of the hunt and his
aversion to slaughter, are all part of a

of Oregon, the
sportsman's paradise. If we are to give
proper protection to our fish and game,
we must add to this the utmost care With
fire, for fire is the arch enemy of our
great outdoors.

There are few who would deliberately
set fire to our fields and forests; there
are none who would admit that any fire
was caused through their carelessness;
yet, fire each year takes its toll of our
resources and the cause is most often
carelessness, or ignorance, or both.

Far too often fires are caused by those
who through ignorance fail to properly
care for campfires. They have seen some-
one who they consider a veteran camper
bury his campfire with dirt and leave it as
out, and as a consequence they do the
same. If all persons using campfires would
take the trouble to learn that they must
so extinguish it that no effort on the part
of man or nature could revive it without
the application of new fire, it would mean
far fewer man-caused blazes. The "Out of
Sight, Out of Mind" policy has cost us
much each year.

State laws in Oregon prohibit the
throwing of lighted material on the high-
ways of the state yet many consider the
tossing of cigarettes on the traveled por-
tions of our highways as safe. Anyone
who has followed cars from which such
material was thrown has noted how the
breeze from the car, or the one following,
has blown it to the side of the road where
it can easily catch in inflammable debris.
Such habits are dangerous and expensive.

You may not be one of those who is
responsible for the starting of fires but
you have a responsibility to your state
in seeing that your fellow Oregonian
knows what precautions he should take,
and that those from other states who are
soon to be invited to visit this great va-
cation land know the true meaning of
"Keeping Oregon Green" and will join you
in THINKING prevention, TALKING pre-
vention, and PRACTICING prevention of
fires. This is necessary if we are to con-
tinue to enjoy the relaxation and enjoy-
ment which our state now provides.

* * *
May Meeting of the
Game Commission

(Continued From Page 1)
time to time there will be eruptions in
numbers of game which cannot be antici-
pated and which will require special ac-
tion. Each of such problems must be care-
fully studied on an individual basis, but
in relation to the whole game manage-
ment problem, and corrective measures
taken which shall include the following
methods of control:

a. Special seasons and bag limits in
critical areasit being the purpose of the
Game Commission to permit game sur-
pluses to be harvested by the sportsmen
of the state wherever practical.

b. In small areas involving small num-
bers of game and where special seasons
and bag limits are impractical, the offend-
ing game shall be removed under the di-
rection of the Supervisor by state em-
ployees.

c. In cases of game numbers eruption
and unanticipated game damage which
require immediate action, fencing, stock-
ading and artificial feeding may be em-
ployed to meet such extreme emergencies,
but it is recognized that these latter reme-
dies present no lasting solution to such
problems, but only tend to intensify them.

d. Continued biological study by trained
personnel looking toward the develop-
ment of new methods of control and regu-
lations of game numbers in critical areas
and in areas where it can be reasonably
anticipated that game food problems may
develop."

In line with the foregoing policy, the
Commission authorized application for a
Pittman-Robertson research project on
methods of game damage control, which
if approved by the government, will pro-

vide federal funds to help carry on such
a study.

Another Pittman-Robertson project de-
cided upon by the Commission was one for
the development of the Summer Lake
waterfowl management area in Lake
county. It involves a total of $82,000, of
which the state contributes one-fourth
and the federal government three-fourths.
Upon approval of the project, work to be
undertaken immediately includes drilling
of a new well, installation of a light plant
and the East River development.

The invitation of the Oregon State
Grange to have representatives of the
Game Commission present at the meeting
to be held in Baker on June 5 was ac-
cepted, and Chairman Wilson and Super-
visor Wire were delegated to attend the
meeting.

Improvements on Commission property
at Eel lake were approved, including
building of a new road, dismantling of old
buildings and construction of a small
cabin.

A delegation from the Netarts Com-
munity Club, Tillamook county, appeared
before the Commission to explain their
proposed project for diverting Jackson
creek so that it would empty into Netarts
Bay instead of directly into the ocean. The
Commission went on record as having no
objection to the diversion since it undoubt-
edly would have the effect of building up
the fish runs in the stream.

The Commission also decided to conduct
a stream survey of the tributaries of the
Upper Willamette River and the North
Santiam in the areas above the proposed
federal dams in order to acquire definite
data on which to base its recommenda-
tions to the army engineers for remedial
action necessary for protection of the
game fisheries resources. The stream sur-
vey is to determine the extent of the fish-
ing waters involved and their productivity
and to what extent the waters may be im-
proved by removal of obstructions.

The next meeting of the Commission
will be on Saturday, June 8.

* * *
Lakes and streams opening to angling

this month include : the upper reaches of
the Nestucca, Nehalem, Salmon and Ne-
canicum rivers, June 1; Ann, Pamelia and
Marion lakes, June 1; Diamond lake, June
8: Gold lake, June 10; Grant and Wallowa
county lakes (with certain exceptions),
June 15.


